
Bonus 4 Leaderboards 
 
Bonus lesson for find affiliates. Now, as always, for the bonus lessons, I'm joined by 
Mark Seaver crop, who's our head coach for your affiliate launch coach, and Robbie 
Niles, who's our EVP of operations for your affiliate launch coach. And we want to share 
another way to find awesome affiliates in that way is very simple. It is. Watching other 
promotions, watching other affiliate program I mean this is one of the best sources of of 
new quality affiliates for us. We watched their leader boards you know most affiliate 
programs will publish a leaderboard. It might be top affiliates of the month in that be 
top affiliates for the launch might be. Top affiliates for webinar registrations, whatever. 
Maybe we watch every launch we can and we observe who's promoting what, and then 
we reach out to them and ask them to promote our products and services. So in a 
moment here, I'm going to share a very simple e-mail template that you can use in a 
very specific strategies you can use to get results. But I know Mark you had some some 
thoughts on this as well. Sure. Yeah. I mean, I think the main thing about this is it 
overcomes one of the major challenges to finding affiliates, and that is finding people 
that actually promote affiliate stuff. Because if they're on a leaderboard, you know that 
they promote affiliate stuff. Here's the other thing, you know? We're pretty good at it. 
Like, they do, OK. I mean, they're doing better than other people because they're on the 
leaderboard. So what we'll do is we'll go into, you know, Facebook groups and we'll 
promote launches and we'll be watching those Facebook groups and we will literally 
map. We screenshot these, like we take pictures of who are on these leaderboards 
because we want to be able to go back afterwards and follow up with that e-mail that 
you're gonna. Little bit. But the other valuable thing about this is everybody loves to be 
on the leaderboard. If somebody says they don't, they're lying. So when you reach out 
to 
them and congratulate them for being on the leaderboard again, like we talked about, 
another episode, another other bonus lessons. It strokes their ego a little bit. They're 
happy to hear that you noticed that they were on the leaderboard, so it allows you to 
start that relationship in that way. It also really just helps to interact with people, you 
know. And so not only do we do we screen capture those, but Matt, I know that I've 
seen 
you doing this at ton and we all kind of do it as we we interact with people. You know, 
for a Leaderboard 2 and we're right ahead of somebody or right behind him or it's 
somebody maybe math that you want to develop a relationship in there three places 
ahead of you. You might pop a comment and say, hey, so and so I'm coming for you, 
you 
know, and just those types of interactions, it opens up that relationship in a fun way and 
the way that they're excited to be part of the conversation, too, and it allows you to then. 
Make that conversation off of the Facebook group, out of that that leaderboard. 
Comment conversation into e-mail. And to continue to build that relationship like we 
talked about in so many of these other ways is just starting that relationship and getting 
to know them little better seeing now you can partner so that you then can invite them 
to promote your program and again. Like I said at the beginning, you know that they 
promote stuff, so you've overcame one of the massive hurdles in finding affiliates, which 
is knowing that they actually promote things. And I've seen this too, especially in several 



of our recent launches where we're interacting with these people more and as those 
relationships build up and as Mark mentioned, as we move it to e-mail, as we move it to 
messaging through other channels and sometimes even texting calls as we build these 
relationships. It increases our opportunities to promote as well. Yeah, so I mean, the big 
thing is to take advantage of those groups that you're in. Take advantage of, of seeing 
what people are doing on a leaderboard, even if you're not gonna promote that much. 
But you're getting the leaderboard updates, pay attention. So I'm gonna just share a 
quick e-mail if they e-mail leaderboard updates. Some some affiliate programs don't. 
They only posted like a Facebook group or page. But if they e-mail you take that final 
leaderboard. Or during the launch as well and you send the very simple e-mail and I'll 
just send this e-mail, I will reply to that e-mail. We put the person who I want to e-mail 
the affiliate, I'll put their e-mail in the two field so it puts in that thread, they pay 
attention to that and I'll just be like, you know, hey Joe, Congrats on finishing 7th place 
in Fred's launch. You killed it. If you watch some of their promo, you'll say something 
like, yeah, I watched some of your promo. Awesome, no rush. But I was wondering if we 
could chat for a few minutes about our launch coming up next June. It'd be awesome for 
your audience. Thanks. Or you could not even say that you just like, hey, Congrats, I'd 
love to chat sometime and then just see where it goes from there. It's like a two or three 
sentence e-mail. It works really well. Highly qualified people who are probably in your 
niche and are definitely, definitely killing it in the affiliate marketing world. So. Watch 
other launches, watch other affiliate promos, and take advantage of the fact that they 
are 
giving you a list of their affiliates. 


